Menno l’Abée - 2020
In 2014 I started my study in furniture design and woodworking.
During my first year I had the idea to build a wooden surfboard
for my examination. The bar was set very high because this
wouldn’t be an easy job. After loads of searching and thinking I
was convinced I could do it. There was very little information on
building a wooden surfboard focused on kitesurfing to be found
on the internet. I could only find some expensive plans which
were designed by others. I wanted to design my own surfboard.
Without any knowledge and with very little instruction I started
on my first board. The result of this project looked nice, but
wasn’t useable. Because the board wasn’t built with the right
materials, it was way too heavy to get out on the water. I did
learn a lot from this project and it made me enthusiastic to build
more boards.
During my graduation project I had the change to start building
another board. Because of my education, a few basic
woodworking skills had to be shown in this board. Therefor
this board had some nice details, by the use of different kinds
of wood.
The day I was allowed to pick up my self-made board from
school, I immediately took it out on the water. I had a really
nice session, but the thing I was most afraid of, happened…
The deck of the board cracked because of the heel pressure.
Almost everything about this board was right, it only had to be
built stronger, while staying as light as possible.

The solution was to double the amount of ribs and glassing the inside of the deck. In this way I could
keep the weight down and make the board strong enough to resist the pressure. This board can be
seen on the frontpage of this manual and is still in use
today.
After a couple of sessions I personally felt like the board I
made was a little too big for my posture and the waves in
the Netherlands. I decided to build a noseless board that
would be smaller and more viable. This I fully focused on
building a kitesurfboard. In the instruction video that is
included with this manual I filmed the process of building
this board. This seems to be the ideal board for the Dutch
conditions and I’ve built this noseless board twice already.
I often get questions about the process of building surfboards. There is very little information
available about building wooden boards, especially kitesurfboards. The help my fellow do-ityourselfers, I decided to create this instruction and share it with you.
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Donations
I have decided to make this instruction available for everyone. This because I know how hard it is to
start building surfboards and I wish other a smoother start.
Collecting information, photos and text and also compiling this document and the corresponding
video takes up a lot of time and energy. Of course you are free to use this instruction without any
contribution, but a small donation of your choice is welcome. You can decide what you think is the
value of this instruction. The corresponding video will contain some ad-breaks to provide some
income over the work I’ve put in this instruction.
Donating is possible via the QR-code (PayPal) below. For ideal payments you’ll be guided to my
website www.mennolabee.com for a current link.

Paypal

Ideal

Disclaimer
This instruction is only a helping tool in building surfboards. I’m not a professional and there are
many different ways to build a board. In this manual I have documented my process, but this doesn’t
provide any insurance for a perfectly functional board.
This instruction is property of Menno l’Abée and selling and/or copying this instruction under a
different name will not be appreciated.
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Materials
In the paragraphs below you will find the materials needed, sorted by the different parts of building a
surfboard.

Wood
General
With building a surfboard there are a few specific requirements you have to keep in mind when
selecting the wood. The most important thing is the combination of light but strong wood. For
(kite)surfboards I use Pauwlonia and/or Western Red Cedar wood. For wavesurfboards they also use
Balsa-wood, but this isn’t strong enough for kitesurfing.
Probably Red Cedar is easier to buy, and this kind of wood is as good as Pauwlonia. The board I’m
building for this instruction is fully made out of Red Cedar.

Deck and bottom surfboard
The deck and bottom are made from two identical thin sheets of wood. You’ll have to saw these
sheets of wood from rough wood, because there is probably no way to buy the right size of wood in
store. These sheets are made of glued slices, sawed out of a raw beam or smaller boards. When
buying the beam it is important to keep the measurements of the final surfboard in mind. These are
the measurements I use: 2000mm long, 500mm wide and 5mm thick. You should be able to get these
sizes out of the beam you buy. With these measurements I already calculated some excess wood,
which you need while building the surfboard.
The beams I use in the video are for instance solid Red Cedar of 2000mm long, 140mm wide and 1860mm thick. This beam is then sawed into thin slices of 7mm thickness (the thickness you need
before planing the wood). When using a 18mm thick beam, you can slice it up into 2 slices of 7mm
(including 3mm of saw thickness). The sheets are then planed to a thickness of 5mm. In case of my
beam (140mm wide) 4 of the sheets are then glued together to create the deck and bottom part of
the board.
The way I saw these sheets is as following: my sawblade can reach a height of 70mm. Therefor I cut
into both sides of a 140mm wide beam to cut it in half.
Platen Paulownia die ik gebruik zijn ook 18mm dik en zaag ik op een breedte die mijn zaag aan kan.
Stel: je zaagblad kan 70mm omhoog, dan kan je de plaat verdelen in stroken van 140mm (of kleiner)
en 2x inzagen, vanuit beide zijden, waardoor je plakken krijgt van 7mm dik, 140mm breed en
2000mm lang. Deze kan je vervolgens schaven naar 5mm en weer terug aan elkaar lijmen om de
breedte van je dek en bodem te krijgen (minimaal 500mm).
Sheets of 2000mm long, 500mm wide and 7mm thickness can of course also be sawed in a
woodshop. Depending on the machines you own you can either do the sawing yourself or outsource
it.

Rails
The rails make up the sides of the board. They are made out of small square strips, which are routed
out bead and cove. Therefor you can work them around the ribs. To build the rails you need 16 strips.
Make sure you make some extra strips, because some of them will break.
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You need rough wood for the rails. You can use the same wood as you used for the deck and bottom
sheet. Make sure you buy enough.
Out of the wood at least 16 strips of 2000mm long, 12mm wide and 12mm thickness need to be
sawed out of the wood. After that they will be planed to a thickness of 10mm. Keep the excess wood
in mind, buy a beam which is longer than your board.

Frame (ribs)
The ribs form the base of the board. These determine the size and shape of your board.
The ribs are made out of 4mm poplar ply. Poplar ply has the best weight/strength ratio.
It’s best to let your ribs be lasered out by a professional company. You can also print them 1/1 and
saw the ribs yourself, but this will take a lot of time and it is really hard to keep it neat.
Drawings of the ribs are included in the downloads. If the right file-size isn’t available, you can
download the original Autocad-file. Most companies can open this file and transfer it to their
machine files.

Tail-/nose-/fin blocks
The blocks are used for the solid part of the nose and the tail of the board and with routing out the
fins.
The wood you use for these blocks has to be the same as the wood used for the rails, because the
blocks will be visible from the outside. In the download section you can find outlines of the nose and
tail blocks, make sure you buy enough wood including excess to shape the blocks. 30mm thickness is
fine for both sides.

Rocker table
The rocker table is the table which you use to build your board on. With this you create the rocker of
you board. Without this table it will be very difficult to build a board, so make sure you build this
table.
The rocker table is made from constructional plywood 18mm, it doesn’t matter which one.
On top of the table a MDF top of 6mm will be screwed to build the board on. This has to be 6mm,
anything less than 6mm will bend when used, a thicker sheet will break when screwed down on the
table.
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Remaining materials
Glue
To build the surfboard you’ll need (D4/PU) construction glue, this glue will help make it very strong
and fill up any gaps if needed. A 750ml bottle is enough.

Fiberglass
To laminate the board I used 160gr/m² glass fiber. A length of 6m is enough.

Epoxy
Epoxy is used to laminate the glass fiber and gluing fin blocks/leash plug/vent plug.
3kg will be enough.

Epoxy thickener
This is used to make the epoxy much stronger when used as glue. It will be available at every store
that sells epoxy.

Tools
-

Tape
Mixing containers
Sandpaper, 80-150 for the woodworking part and 400/600/800/1200/1500/2000 for wet
sanding the epoxy.
Polishing pad hard and soft
+/- 20 glue clamps
Screws in different sizes
Basic woodworking tools chisel/handsaw/impact driver.
Tablesaw
Planer
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Building
Rocker table

The table will be very important for the building process, the table will make up the rocker.
You can’t build the board without this table.
I used the lasered frame as a mold for the table base. Make sure the table has the exact same rocker
as the poplar frame.
If the tabletop is finished you can use screws to attach the MFD sheet to the table base, make sure
you use enough screws around the bended area. Plans of the table are located on the download
page.
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Milling rough wood
The board made in this tutorial is build from 3 beams of
Western Red Cedar. Two tallest ones are used for the deck
and bottom sheets of the board. The smallest one is used
for the rail strips and tail/nose/ fin blocks. A length of
2000mm will be enough to make the boards. In this case I
used 140mm wide beams. The one that has the most
beautiful grain Is used for the top of the board.

The picture below shows me cleaning up one side of the beam to later mill it in half on this clean flat
side. The max height of my table saw is 70mm, if you make a cut on both sides of the beam you’ll be
able to slice a 140mm beam in sheets of 7mm thickness. Western red cedar isn’t very hard so it will
be fine for a 70mm cut.
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On the picture above you’ll see me slicing the beam up in 7mm sheets. For a beam of 140mm 4
sheets are enough for the deck and bottom including access wood. A total width of 500mm is enough
for both boards.
On the picture below you can see the final milled wood. The strips are 12x12mm.
You don’t have to use a big saw like I do. I made my first boards on a small and cheap table saw.
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At home I have a small thickness planer. This is by far not a professional one, for soft woods like
Western Red Cedar it’s fine. If you don’t have a planer you can ask your local woodshop to plane it
for you. The deck and bottom sheets are planed to a thickness of 5mm and the rail strips 10x10mm.
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Routing rails

The picture on the left shows how the
board is build. The strips will be bend
around the frame of the board. This can
only be achieved with routing the strips
with the bead and cove technique to
create the best glue joint.

These two router bits are used to create the bead and cove technique. For 10mm strips the radius is
4,8mm for both router bits.

On the picture shown left you can see me testing the strips
to make sure the glue joint is perfect. I’ll start with the
convex router bit, a radius of 4,8mm will leave a small part of
wood on both sides of the strips. Keep in mind some of the
strips will break.
Don’t forget the first strips on both sides start with a flat
bottom surface.
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Deck and bottom glue up
In this part of the process the outside looks of the board will be determined. In my case the beams
both had a different color so I kept the most beautiful one for the top, this board will have a colored
cloth inlay on the bottom. For this board I kept it clean and simple, you can find lots of deck designs
on google. I used 4 sheets to create a stringer line that will help me later on in the project.
Before you put them together with tape the sheets need to have a straight clean side, use a sharp
blade for this process. When sawing the sides cut 2 extra 10mm strips, they are used for the first slot
in the ribs to guide the first rail strip.
Thereafter it’s the best and fastest way to use tape to glue the 4 sheets together. This way you can
flip the whole sheet over and put glue in the joint. You don’t have to use clamps anymore.

To make the deck stronger the inside of the deck will be
glassed with 160gr/m² glass fiber.
On the glassing part of this file you’ll read how to glass the
cloth on the wood.
This process will reduce heel pressure dents a lot, especially
for kitesurf boards.
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Start building (surfboard)
To start this process the stringer will be glued together using the rocker table as guidance.
After the stringer is glued together the ribs are ready for glue up. For this process use a small
hammer and a little bit of glue to help slide the ribs into the slots. The slots are drawn especially for
4mm ply wood.

Next process will be screwing down the bottom sheet of the surfboard to the rocker table. If you use
paulownia wood this will be easier. Western Red Cedar will be a little bit harder to bend, if this isn’t
working you can try to steam the wood into the rocker. Put your glued frame on the sheet to draw an
outline of the board. This way you can see where it is possible to use screws. Make sure you’ll keep
at least 20mm around the outline of the board free of screws. On both sides 10mm of rail strip is
added later on. You can use as much screws as needed until the sheet had the same rocker as the
table.
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Frame glue up
It will be a lot easier if the bottom sheet has a center line, this way you don’t have to measure, you
can just put the stringer on the center line and it will be perfectly straight.
For this process you’ll have to cut scrap plywood strips. These strips will be used as glue clamps. As
you can see on the picture I’m using big screws and plywood strips to glue the frame on the bottom
sheet. When your screwing down the strips sometimes a gap appears on the middle of the frame,
you can prevent this by putting a small spacer between the plywood strip and the frame. This way
the middle and the sides are pressed down on the sheet.

Chine/Guidance strip
This little strip will guide the first rail strip, these strips will be 5mmx10mm and fit perfectly into the
slots. The glue process is very simple by just using a small piece of plywood and a screw as you can
see below. It’s important to chisel away the excess glue before moving on to the next step.
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Rails glue up
The first rail strip will be glued next to the chine (guidance strip). First strip has a flat bottom surface.
Don’t be afraid to use too much glue.
The drying time of construction glue is much longer than
regular wood glue, the drying time will be between 4 and 8
hours. Each day I’ll glue 2 strips on each side of the board,
one in the morning and one in the evening. This process will
take the most amount of days. Between each rail you don’t
have to chisel away the glue. Make sure you’ll put some glue
on the side of the ribs.
The first strips have to be clamped with
the board screwed on the rocker table.
You can use the same clamp method for
around 3 strips, after the third strip it
won’t want to bend itself around the ribs
with this clamping technique. After the
third strip you can remove the board
from the rocker table. With 3 strips and
the full frame glued to the bottom sheet
it has enough strength to prevent spring
back to the original form. With this glue
up the board will keep the rocker.

The picture on the right shows the board isn’t attached
to the table anymore with the excess wood cut away and
is laying on the table without any clamps. You can see it
keeps the same rocker.
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For the next strips spring clamps are used as you can see on the picture above. In total I used around
8 strips. You can break the last couple strips in half, you will notice the front and the back of the rails
are already bend around the ribs and are finished. Meanwhile the middle of the rail still needs more
strips. At the end when the rail is sanded down you’ll end up with around 20/30mm flat glue surface.
This surface is needed for the deck to be glued on the board. Make sure you’ll sand the rail flat in the
same shape as the ribs. You can use a hand plane for this process or a band sander. The last part is
sanded by hand.
As you can see on the picture on the right, you’ll
end up with a nice flat surface. This surface will
follow the same shape as the ribs. The deck
sheet off the board will be glued on this part.
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Tail- & nose-blocks.
Put a mark on the bottom sheet where the stringer
ends on both sides nose and tail.
After you marked the end you can saw/chisel away
everything after the last rib. You can use the rib as
guidance.
Now it’s time to shape the nose and tail blocks. The
length of the blocks is measured between the rib
and the spot you marked. The width is the same as
the last part of the board.
The picture below shows me testing the angle of the
cut against the rib, just try some angles and check if
it matches the rib. After that you can sand the same
rocker in the block for a perfect glue surface. The
thickness of the block doesn’t Mather at this point,
you’ll plane it flat later. Try to glue the block with
the perfect width-length to make sure you don’t
have to shape this part later on. This process will be
the same for the nose and tail. Clamping the piece
down is done with the same strips and screws.
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When the gluing process of the tail/nose blocks is done you can start removing the excess wood from
the bottom sheet. Next step is shaping the blocks to the final size. Make sure the blocks will follow
the shape and rocker of the whole inside of the board. On the download page you’ll find PDF files of
the nose and tail outlines. You can decide if you use mine or give the board your own shape.

Fin blocks (FCS2)
Fin placement is a very important part, the placement of the fins depends on which surf
characteristics you want to have. Google can help you with this. You can also choose to use my fin
placements. You can find the measurements on the download page. Start with measuring on the
bottom side of the board, if you have a center line on the bottom sheet it’s going to be a lot quicker.
When everything is measured you can drill holes in the middle of the fcs plug, this way you can see
where to glue the wooden fin blocks on the inside. The size of the fin blocks will be 15mm wider
around the fin plug. Ribs can be but away to fit the block in place. The easiest way to clamp the block
is by just using screws trough the drilled holes you made earlier. The height of the blocks has to be
higher than the ribs, you’ll plane it flat later.
Make sure to leave the marked fin placements on
the bottom of the board. You’ll need them later for
routing.
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Deck glue up

The picture above shows the complete inside of the board.

To prepare the deck lay the inside of the board on
top of the deck and mark the outline 20-30mm
wider. Sanding the deck with a rough grit will make
the glue joint stronger, use 80-120 grit.
After this a small wooden block will be glued on the
bottom of the deck, this block is used for the vent
plug. It’s important the block does not reach the
bottom sheet of
the board, if so this will prevent air to go through. I used a 19mm
drill bit for the vent plug for this case make sure to glue a piece of
at least 25x25mm on the deck. Use the same screw technique for
the glue up.
Before you close the board down with the deck sheet don’t forget
to drill some holes through the stringer for air movement.
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The board will now be closed, the best thing about construction glue
is the work time you’ve got. You don’t have to stress or be quick while
gluing down the deck. After you’ve put enough glue on the base of the
board you can use the center line on the deck to guide it to the middle
of the frame.
You can see on the picture below how I made up the clamping setup,
it’s important to use the multiplex strips to press down the middle of
the deck to the stringer. Use as much clamps as possible.
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Shaping the board
Now it’s time to shape(trim) the deck down to the base of the
board. Start with using a hand saw to cut down the excess on
the nose and tail of the board. You can also use a band saw
for this process.
When the tail and nose are trimmed down you can start with
cutting down the deck above the rails. A multi cut tool will be
the fastest but this can easily be done with a hand plane.

It will be very helpful to trim down
the deck with even passes on both
sides to prevent it from being
asymmetrical.

If you’re as far as the picture shows on the
right, you can start removing the glue on
the rail. Keep in mind to work on both sides
of the board to keep it symmetrical. You’ll
probably see some bad glue joints between
the deck and the rail but this isn’t a big
problem, you can fill this when the
woodworking part is done.
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It’s better to start with the top side of
the rail and leave the bottom site
square for now. For shaping the rail
keep looking over the rail from top to
bottom and the other way around like
the picture shows on the right.
You can choose your own rail design,
each design will let your board
perform different.
Keep in mind the 10mm rail thickness.

For the underside I’ll be shaping even amounts
on each side, 2 times on the left and 2 times on
the right. On the underside of the rail where
the back foot is located, I kept the rail a lot
thinner than the middle of the board. You can
read this all on surfboard build pages
The nose of the board can be shaped more
rounded of, for the tail of the board you’ll
affect the characteristics of the board. I have
chosen for a slightly sharper edge on the
underside and more round off on the deck side.

When finishing shaping the board you’ll have to wait
with sanding it clean. You’ll still have to use the
marked fin placement on the bottom, after routing
the fin boxes you can sand the board.
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Routing fin boxes (FCS2)
For this process I used a homemade routing jig, FCS does have a jig in stock but this jig is too
expensive for me. I used a jig saw to cut down the size of the fin plug on 3mm MDF. Put the MDF on
a sheet of plywood and rout it out using a copy router bit. Keep in mind the FCS plug will need
0,5/1mm space around it to let the epoxy pass through. For routing the boxes, the depth is the most
important part, the plug has to be 0,5-1mm deeper than the base of the board. You’ll have to test
this in a scrap wood piece. The
middle part of the plug does reach
higher than the board and you’ll need
this to sand it flush later.
Make sure you can still move the plug
around a little bit. This is why the jig
is slightly bigger than the plug. When
gluing down the plugs you can still
move it to the right position
Op Youtube staat een
instructiefilmpje van FCS over de
stappen om fcs2 vinboxen aan te
brengen.

Make sure to watch the installation of the FCS plugs in
combination with other tutorials on YouTube to fully
understand the process.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMcfSlqrHYo
After this process the board is ready to be sanded
clean. Sanding is done with 150 grit. Don’t sand cross
grain but this will be basic sanding knowledge. You
can apply text and logos later in the process.
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Glassing the board
Regarding glassing I’m absolutely no professional. After glassing 4 boards I picked up enough tips and
tricks to give a basic explanation. I still learn a lot with every board I’m glassing. Make sure to read
and watch tutorials on YouTube about glassing a wooden board. I’m using 160 grams/m² in
combination with basic epoxy. In total I use around 3kgs.
Short summary regarding the glassing process.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Cheatercoat: this is needed for wooden boards
Sanding 150 grit
Apply text and logos
Gluing fin boxes
Using masking tape on deck side to laminate underside
Removing excess glass fiber on deck side
Sanding deck side and masking bottom side
Glassing deck side
Removing excess glass fiber underside
Sanding the whole board (wait with sanding the fin plugs)
Hot coat on both sides
Insert vent plug and leash plug
Sanding the whole board including fin plugs
Applying pinline
Glosscoat both sides
Polishing board.

The summary above will only be if you decide to laminate the board without a cloth inlay like you can
see in the video. If you would like the same cloth inlay you have to laminate this cloth after the
cheater coat. Glassing this cloth will be the same as glassing the regular fiber.
Keep in mind a cloth inlay will bring some height differences in the glassing process. If you decide to
not laminate cloth on the full deck or bottom, you’ll have to level this out with regular fiber on the
remaining parts of the deck or bottom. If the deck or bottom is flattened out, you can continue the
glassing process.
The most important part of glassing a surfboard is a clean board, I made this mistake to many times. I
use ammonia mixed with water to clean the board before glassing or coating. Use a clean towel and
wear gloves to prevent fingerprints.
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Cheatercoat
A cheater coat is needed for wooden surfboards.
The cheater coat is a thin layer to let the wood
soak in epoxy. This way it will prevent soaking
epoxy out of the glass fiber. Especially lighter
woods to build surfboard with are very porous and
therefore a cheater coat is needed.

You don’t need a lot of epoxy for this process,
around 60 grams will be enough for one side of
the noiseless board. Start with a plastic squeegee
to spread the epoxy evenly over the board. When
the board is covered you can put on plastic
gloves to soak the rails with epoxy, a brush will
be fine but it will make the layer of epoxy thicker,
gloves are fast and sustainable. If one side of the
board is soaked with epoxy including the rail you
can start remove all of the excess epoxy. Make
sure to not leave any epoxy drips on the
underside of the board, this will give you a lot of
work sanding them of.

Make sure to apply the cheater coat one side
per layer. If you’re done with both sides you can
sand the board with 150 grit, you’ll still touch
the wood while sanding so keep in mind the
basic sanding techniques.
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Cloth inlay (colorfull cloth)
If you want to apply a cloth on the board
like I did, then it’s now the time to do so.
After the cheater coat the cloth will have a
good bonding to the board. I really liked a
clean look on top of the board, so I decided
to put the colorful flowers on the underside
of the board. If you do the same keep in
mind to mask the insides of the Fin boxes to
prevent epoxy leaking in. A helpful tip would
be to not apply the cloth on/or too close to
the rail. This will make the sanding and
leveling part very difficult. I used an offset of
around 20/30mm from the rail. I taped a
pencil on a scrap piece of wood to acquire
the offset.

After you’ve masked everything off with tape, you’re ready
to glass the cloth to the board. Start with a layer of epoxy
on the wood before applying the cloth, this way the cloth
will be soaked in epoxy. Put the cloth on the board and
apply the last bit of epoxy. Let it soak in and start with
removing excess epoxy and folding the sides down the rail.
Make sure to squeeze all of the excess epoxy from the
underside of the cloth, don’t put too much pressure on the
cloth, it will still need to be soaked in epoxy.

The next day it’s time to cut away all of the excess
cloth with a sharp blade. If you’re not able to see
the tape anymore like I did, you can take the piece
of wood with the pencil taped to it and draw the
line like you previously did. Try to cut a straight line,
if you end up with some imperfections you can
redress this with a nice and clean pin line.
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After the cloth lamination process you end
up with height difference, if you don’t
glass the remaining part of the bottom you
end up with a board with an ugly height
difference line. You can glass the
remaining part with the same glass fiber
you use for the whole glassing process. As
you can see it is important to use the same
offset tape line you used with the cloth
inlay. Also apply some stickers and text if
you want.
To cut away the excess glass fiber make sure to NOT cut through the fiber, only cut in the top layer of
the fiber and then you can fold it over and cut through it. This way you don’t cut and leave a mark in
your bottom of the board.

Fin box glue up
FCS fin boxes will be glued with regular epoxy. To make the epoxy
stronger and less liquid a thickener is added. I used stewathix for
this process. First you have to cut away the cloth that’s covering
the fin boxes, you can do this with a knife or a little rotary sanding
machine.

FCS does have some nice fake fins to help with the gluing
process, for me these fins are too expensive and I rather
tape off my existing fins. Start with pouring some epoxy in
the fin boxes. Use your finger to wipe some epoxy on all of
the sides. Make sure if you press down the fin boxes epoxy
will come out on all of the sides to acquire a 100% good
glue joint. Wipe of all of the excess epoxy. After that you
have to check the fin cant and the depth of the plugs. When
finished you can put tape around the fins to secure them.

It’s better to check your fins after 1 hour if they still are in the
right place. Check if the base of the fins doesn’t rise above the
bottom of the board. The middle higher part will be sanded
down later.
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Glassing bottom/deck

We’re starting with glassing the bottom side of the board. The deck side will be masked of with tape.
Glass fiber will be around 100mm wider on both sides, this excess fiber will be folded down on the
deck side. Tape on the deck side will be places where the rail end and the deck gets flat, you can see
this in the video. The glass will have a cut at the corners of the board, this is for folding it down
without wrinkles. There will be extra glass fiber patches on top of the fin boxes for extra strength,
make sure to cut them 20mm wider around the plugs. The plugs will be delivered with 2 sets of
stickers for each plug, the firs set will be placed now, the second set will be places for the gloss coat.
The end result should look like an
even pattern. Don’t be frugal with
epoxy, I use around 300 grams of
epoxy for one side of the noseless
board. Don’t pour the epoxy over the
fiber in one go, use half of it to give it
some time to soak it in and cover the
rails. Use the remaining epoxy to pour
and spread it over the board. At the
end of the process you have to wipe
the excess epoxy off the board with
the squeegee. Don’t press to hard, the
fiber needs to be soaked but no visible
wet shiny spots.
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The next day you can cut away the excess glass
fiber with a sharp knife. It’s really important to
only cut the top layer of the glass fiber. If you
cut too deep a visible cut mark will appear.
After you’ve cut the top layer you can fold it
over and cut through it.

If everything is cut away, you can start sanding down
the glass fiber with 150 grit. You’ll touch the wood
but try to avoid it.

If everything is flat and the rail is sanded, you can
start taping of the bottom side of the board in order
to glass and follow the same glassing process on the
deck side. The masking tape will be located slightly
over the cloth inlay offset. This way you’ll be able to
sand down the height difference nice and flat. Don’t
forget to apply stickers and text if you want.
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The next day it will be the same process, remove
the tape and cut away the excess fiber. Again,
don’t cut too deep. Now you can sand away the
height difference between the colorful cloth and
the fiber. After this it will look like a thin sticker or
paintwork. Make sure to sand the board flat
without any bumps or uneven spots. After the
sanding process you’ll end up with a wooden
board packed in glass fiber. If you have a lot of air
bubbles between and around the fin plugs, you
can choose to sand it down now and fill them up
with the hot coat. If they look clean it will be
better to sand them down after the hot coat. If
you got some air bubbles left on the deck or
bottom you can cut them open and fill them with
epoxy

Vent plug instalation
It is possible and maybe better to do this
process after the hot coat while drilling the hole
for the leash plug. I didn’t know it would work
like this so I did apply the vent plug now. All of
the previous board I used threated inserts with
bolts and rubber rings to make a vent plug. This
did work but wasn’t very good looking with a
bold sticking out. There is a better way to do it.
A radiator vent plug is a perfect way to achieve a
good functional vent plug. The one I use is a 1/8inch radiator vent plug. This vent plug will be flat
with the deck.
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The first step is to drill the biggest hole, I used a
19mm drill bit. Keep in mind the size of the
wooden block under the deck. The 19mm hole
will be the depth of the upper side of the vent
plug (not the treated side) drill is 1mm deeper
to make sure the vent plug will be even with
the deck. After this you’ll drill a smaller hole for
the treated part. Be careful because you’ll drill
through the block and hit the bottom sheet of
the board.
Before screwing in the plug, tape off the little hole
on the side. Use the small key to screw in the plug,
be careful to not screw it too deep, when it’s
perfectly level with the deck you can tape off the
upper hole of the plug and around the plug. The
epoxy will be mixed with the same thickener used
for gluing the fin plug. To make it look a lot better
the epoxy will be mixed with black paint, I used
acrylic paint, but you can buy coloring powder for it.
When hardened the epoxy can be sanded down until
a clean vent plug appears.
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Hotcoat
The hot coat is needed to fill in any gaps/bubbles or imperfections in the glassing process.
From now on its really important to work clean and prevent any dirt spots on the board. A little
fingerprint is an opportunity to reveal fish eyes in the epoxy coat. Make sure to clean and rub it
multiple times using a clean rag/towel with ammonia mixed with water. Also the temperature is
important. Read the instructions to make sure the epoxy has a good environment.
Tape off the full edge of the board using
tape that will not leave any glue residue
after 24 hours and will not rip in pieces
while removing the tape. Put on gloves and
clean the board with ammonia mixed with
water. Mix all of the epoxy and start pulling
out some of the lose hairs on the brush.

Pour everything over the board, I used
around 200/300 grams of epoxy. Start
with brush strokes in the length of the
board and thereafter 45-degree strokes.
Finish the board with final strokes in the
length. To get rid of bubbles you can use
a torch to pop them. A few dust spots
aren’t a big deal.
The next day you can remove the tape
line and apply new tape on the same
edge of the fresh epoxy. Tape off the vent
plug hole and remove this tape after 1,5
hour when the epoxy starts to set. Hot
coat process will be the same.

Leashplug instalation
Installation process of the FCS leash plug is very easy.
The plug has a diameter of 1 inch I used a 28mm drill
bit which is slightly bigger than the plug itself, this is
needed for the epoxy. Drill 1mm deeper than the base
of the plug itself. The upper part of the plug will be
sanded down like the fin boxes. This time I used white
pigment. After you sanded it down you can use a screw
driver to flip out the lip of the plug.
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Sanding hotcoat
Where getting closer to the final product. Now the whole
board will be sanded down. Start with sanding and opening
the fin plugs. The best way is to cant the sanding machine a
little on the plugs itself. After a while the plugs will open
and then the whole board can be sanded clean and flat. I
used 150 grit again.
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Pinline aanbrengen
To make the board even more beautiful a pin line is
drawn on the lap of the cloth inlay and the wood. This is
also used to hide any imperfections in the cut line. To
draw the offset line use the same scrap wood with the
pencil. You can choose the thickness of the line, I like a
clean 2mm line. Make sure the tape will be straight, to
achieve that you can pull a little harder on the tape from
a distance you can see in the video. For tight edged you
can cut the tape in half to bend in around the corner.
Use a waterproof marker, I used a Posca marker. Let it
dry 5 minutes before pulling the tape.

Glosscoat
This will be the last time working with epoxy.
The gloss coat will finish the board. The gloss
coat process will be the same as the hot coat
process. The leash/ vent/ fin plug will be
taped off and removed after 1,5 hours to
prevent sanding. Removing the tape is done
with a needle. Make sure to clean the board.
Pay attention: some of the pin line markers
will fade with ammonia. If so, clean as close
to the line as possible.
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Polishing the board
The last step in the board building process! Maybe it’s the most difficult one. I’m a perfectionist so I
want the board to end up like a mirror. It’s really important to follow the steps in the right order.
The gloss coat will leave a sharp tape edge, you can remove this with 400 grit (wet) sand paper or a
sharp knife to scratch it off.
You’ll have to sand with water from now on, this is needed because this high grit will clog up very fast
and the water will let the dust flow away. You can sand the whole board by hand or use an orbital
sander to fasten the process. You’ll be able to sand the whole gloss coat away so do not sand for too
long. Clean the board after every grit to be sure there are no lower grit marks left.
This will be the polishing process or the right order.
123456789-

Get rid of the tape edge with 400 grit
Sanding whole board with 600grit
Sanding whole board with 800 grit
Sanding whole board with 1200 grit
Sanding whole board with 1500 grit
Sanding whole board with 2000 grit
Rough polishing pad in combination with the first compound
Soft pad with second compound and 3 in case
Softest pad with water to finish it

A lot of polishers stop at grit 1200 to continue with the compound. I’ll sand to 2000. Make sure to
not leave any sand marks. I’m definitely not a
professional polisher so it will be helpful to watch
other tutorials on YouTube. The first polishing pad is
made from lambs wool pad in combination with the
right compound to get rid of the last grit. The next
pads and compounds will get rid of the swirl marks
made with the previous step.
Do not think my board will look professional even
though it will look like it in the video. My boards will
still have some swirl marks, but other people will not
see it.
Deck pad installation will be simple, tape off the right place and clean the surface with ammonia
mixed with water. Stick it on the right place and you made yourself a fully functional wooden
surfboard ready to hit the water!
I’m really looking forward to seeing some building pictures. Tag me on Instagram @mennolabee or
send me a email menno@labee.info
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